TYPE 1 - BASKETBALL HALFCOURT PLAN

SCALE 1:100

REFER TO BSD-10211 - SHEET 1 OF 2 FOR BASKETBALL COURT SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE 2 - BASKETBALL SHOOTING BOX PLAN

SCALE 1:100

SYNTHETIC PAVEMENT SURFACE (IF USED) TO BE APPLIED AS PER MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS.

150mm CBR 45 SUBBASE COMPACTED TO 95% MOD. M.D.D.

POST AND SLEEVE TO BE HOT DIPPED GALVANISED STEEL. BOLTS AND NUTS TO SECURE TO BE STAINLESS STEEL.

TURF AS SPECIFIED. ENSURE FLUSH EDGE TO COURT. KEEP TURF LEVEL WITH COURT FOR 500mm, THEN SLOPE TO EXISTING AT 1:6 MAX.

EXISTING SUB-GRADE COMPACTED TO 100% STANDARD M.D.D.

125mm THICK N2S CONCRETE SLAB. SL82 MESH MIN. TOP COVER 40mm. LAP MESH 200mm & TIE. 60mm BAR CHAIRS. FSL OF SLAB TO BE 150mm ABOVE EXISTING GROUND LEVEL.

TURF 50mm WIDE LINE MARKINGS AS PER PLAN VIEW(S).

50mm WIDE LINE MARKINGS AS PER PLAN VIEW(S).
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